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Collaboratories provide an environment where researchers at distant locations work together at tackling important scientific
and industrial problems. In this paper we outline the tools and principles used to form the eMinerals collaboratory, and discuss
the experience, from within, of working towards establishing the eMinerals project team as a functioning virtual organisation.
Much of the emphasis of this paper is on experience with the IT tools. We introduce a new application sharing tool.
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1. Introduction
As discussed in the introduction to this collection of
papers [1], the eMinerals project is a collaboration
between molecular simulation scientists, molecular
simulation code developers and computing specialists,
with participation from a number of different departments
(Earth Sciences, Computer Science and Chemistry) and
UK institutes (Universities of Cambridge, Reading and
Bath, University College London, Birkbeck College, the
Royal Institution, and the Daresbury Laboratory). The
broad aim of the project is to develop a cross-institute
infrastructure to support the molecular simulation
scientists using grid technologies [2]. Given that funding
bodies are increasingly looking towards consortia-based
funding in addition to the traditional single-investigator
project model, practical research into how modem IT
(information technology) tools can be harnessed to
support high levels of collaboration within a consortium
is now timely. In fact there is a considerable body of
research into the use of IT tools to support collaborations,

within a field of work known as “Computer Supported
Cooperative Work” (CSCW) [3]. Work in this area began
in the mid 1980s, and significant advances have been made
in understanding the ways in which remote collaboration
is carried out and the issues relating to dynamics of
cooperative work. CSCW is technology “independent”,
which means technology is not the major driving force
behind the discipline. Instead, it is concerned with the way
people interact and collaborate with each other, and
attempts to develop guidelines for developing technology
to assist in the communication process.
In this paper we report the experience of the eMinerals
project on the use of various IT tools to support
collaborations between the various members of the team.
The eMinerals project is the first attempt to develop a
large-scale collaborative infrastructure for molecular
simulations based on the use of IT and grid computing
tools. The core motivation for seeking ways to enhance the
collaboration is to maximise the potential benefits of
enabling simulation scientists and IT experts to work
together. The eMinerals project has set up a collaborative
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computing and data management minigrid infrastructure
to support the simulation work [2], and only through
enhanced levels of collaboration can the gains of this work
be fully realised. At the outset, it has been essential to
support close collaboration between the scientists and the
IT experts, and in the second stage the infrastructure will
support scientists working together. The eMinerals project
has used a number of collaborative tools, some very new
and others more “traditional”, and here we aim primarily
to report on the experiences.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next
section we outline some of the ideas around the concepts
of collaboratories and virtual organisations, and discuss
how the eMinerals project maps onto these concepts. Then
we discuss several tools we have used to support our work.
Finally we look at some of the experiences.

2. Collaboratories and virtual organisations
2.1 Collaboratories
The concept of the Collaboratory was identified by Wulf
as a “center without walls, in which the nation’s
researchers can perform their research without regard to
geographical location—interacting with colleagues,
accessing instrumentation, sharing data and computational
resource, and accessing information in digital libraries”
[4]. The concept is that IT will enable distributed
collaborators to work together as if in the same
geographical proximity (see the brief discussion on
CSCW above). An early discussion (1996) on the use of
collaboratories in relation to scientific research is given in
[5]. This article discusses some of the key technologies to
support collaborative working (e.g. web resources, video
conferencing, chat tools). However, in the intervening few
years there have been rapid changes in technologies,
which impact particularly on network bandwidth capabilities, which are essential for this work. A discussion on
issues associated with adopting the use of the collaborative tools is given in [5]. At the time of writing [5],
network speeds were not sufficient to enable videoconference tools to be satisfactory. As we discuss later in this
paper, this tool now has a much better user experience, due
primarily to the faster networks.
2.2 Virtual organisations
The second concept to have emerged over the past 10– 15
years is that of the virtual organisation (VO), but many of
the practices of virtual organisations can be traced back at
least four decades. For example, Sor [6] has described how
many of the features of virtual organisations can be
discerned within the organisation of the housing
construction industry in Western Australia in the early
1960s. Much has been written about the more specific
concept of the “Virtual Business”, and many definitions of
VO’s are particularly pertinent to the industrial sector.

The strong motivation for the formation of VO’s in
industry is the need to reduce costs—this was the driving
factor that saw the drive towards collaborations in Western
Australia. The core idea is that costs can be saved if
partners with complementary expertise work together
towards some common objective. In particular, the
infrastructure costs of a group of small units are likely
to be much lower in total than the corresponding cost to a
large organisation.
There is no agreed definition of the term “Virtual
Organisation” in the same way that there is for a
collaboratory (see quote from Wulf above), but there are a
number of key characteristics that can be said to be implicit
in the idea of the VO. Our working understanding of the
concept of the VO is that it is a collection of people working
together within an organisational structure that is distinct
from their formal allegiances (although not relevant in an
academic context, some members of a VO may be freelance
without any institutional allegiance). A VO will have a
particular mission, and may be time limited. Its members
will be geographically dispersed, and will have responsibilities on behalf of their employer institute as well as on
behalf of the VO. Membership is likely to be dynamic, with
members joining and leaving when their roles begin and
end, rather than remaining members for the whole duration
of the project around which the VO is established. Some
aspects of the VO are similar to those of a more traditional
working organisation, but there are other aspects, such as a
flatter hierarchy and a voluntary commitment, that are more
peculiar to the VO. It is being recognised that the
dependence on collaborative IT tools is one of the main
characteristics of a VO. However, since VO’s existed in
practice before the IT revolution of the past decade, the
reliance on IT cannot be said to be a defining characteristic.
It is useful to identify the concepts of a VO that are most
pertinent to an academic science project, noting that the
project is not subject to the same constraints as would be
central to the concept of a Virtual Business. In particular,
there is no equivalent to a fixed objective—research
objectives have to be sufficiently flexible to be able to
evolve and adapt in response to new discoveries by the
project team and competing research groups, and to the
common situation where proposed research meets
unpredictable problems. Moreover, there is no corresponding cost-reduction motivation (apart from the
advantages of sharing computing resources as outlined
in [2]), and usually it is expected that member groups will
stay together for the whole lifetime of a particular project
(rather than joining for short periods). The key point is the
joining together of dispersed research groups to work
together on a topic of common interest with a commonly
agreed management structure. One might ask how this
differs from a standard collaboration of distributed
groups? We argue here that there are two features of a
VO that are qualitatively different from features of a looser
collaboration. The first is that there is a sharing of
resources (as in the minigrid infrastructure established
in the eMinerals project [2]) that is akin to the manner in
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which resources are shared within a formal organisation.
For example, there may be semi-formal policies on access
to some of the shared resources, and a commitment on the
part of the donor to ensure that access is properly
maintained. The second particular feature of a VO is
interdependence between member groups that is built into
the VO from the outset. It is possible for members of a
collaboration to gain benefit from other members but not
to be dependent on each other, as discussed below.
2.3 Mapping the eMinerals project onto the concept
of the virtual organisation
As noted in the “Introduction” section, consortium
funding is increasingly becoming more common. Often
such consortia are formed by groups with similar skills
and related interests. In such a case, there may be no inbuilt interdependence on the consortia members. Thus
there will be a tendency towards working within the
traditional model of collaboration that is built upon regular
but infrequent face-to-face meetings where progress is
reviewed (a good consortium will gain a lot from these
meetings), irregular but frequent email contacts where
help/advice is sought (and the telephone when contact is
particularly urgent), and the reading of manuscripts sent
between partners. This is often as much as the partners
expect out of the collaboration. On the other hand, projects
such as the eMinerals project have the interdependence
between partners built into them from the outset. Close
collaboration between the science and IT team members
has been essential to enable the project to achieve its goal
of constructing an integrated grid structure that meets the
needs of the scientists. The scientists need to inform the
grid team of their requirements, and the grid team need to
be helped to develop something that the scientists will find
genuinely useful. The scientists also need a lot of help
adapting their usual work practices to the new grid-based
way of working. The simulation code developers need to
select their priorities based on the requirements of the
users through working closely with the scientists (as
distinct from the model where groups who use a particular
code formulate wish lists). The code developers can also
use the grid structure to their benefit, for example for
testing program build on many platforms, and will need to
interact with the grid team to ensure they get as much from
the grid structure as the science team does. Thus we sought
to build collaboration between all members of the
eMinerals project team from the outset. We have had to
work within the constraint that our teams are based in
geographically distinct locations, and yet we want
interactions to be much more frequent than would be
possible if restricted to face-to-face meetings.
It should be noted that the science community from
which the eMinerals project is drawn is not used to
working within large close collaborations. It is much more
characterised by individuals working with their own
resources and codes. Consortia may be formed in order to
gain access to high-capacity computing facilities, and
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partnerships may be formed between groups working on
common problems. But these are a long way from the
concept of the VO outlined here. Other areas of science,
particularly in particle physics and astronomy, have a
much stronger track record of the need to work within
interdependent collaborations.
We make one final remark in this section. The success
of business VO’s depends on the use of standards, so that
all partners work to the same system and interoperability
is built into the VO from the outset. In our case, one
standard that we adopt is the use of the Chemical Markup
Language (CML) to describe the simulation data. CML is
an application of XML that is designed to handle the
science that drives our project, and it enables data to be
imported and exported into and out of many of the codes
used in the eMinerals project [7 – 10]. Similarly, for
interoperability at the grid level, we have made use of the
benefits of the use of grid standards, such as the use of
digital certificates to provide authentication for access to
resources [2].

3. IT/Grid tools to support collaborative work
Based on the above discussion, it is obvious that the
eMinerals project has had to pay some attention in
providing the IT infrastructure in support of the operation
of the VO. There are a number of tools that can be used,
some of which are emerging as new grid tools within the
current eScience initiative. Some available tools, such as
shared diaries and project management tools, are more
appropriate for short term project work with hard
deadlines and inflexible deliverables, and we have not
taken them on board in the eMinerals project.
3.1 Interactive collaboration tools
We now briefly review our experience of a range of tools
that have the potential to enhance collaboration across the
eMinerals VO. Each tool has its own advantages and
disadvantages, which we consider under three broad
categories: the “access cost” to the communication, i.e.
whether it is easy or difficult to initiate a new
communication; the “potential for instantaneous interaction”; and the “setup cost”, whether financial or in terms
of necessary initial effort, or expertise. These issues may be
hard to quantify in absolute terms, but it is possible to form
relative broad-brush comparisons (e.g. easy or hard). What
is more difficult to quantify in any terms is the quality of the
support each tool gives to the collaborative working. In this
case, we give a number of remarks on some of the quality
issues but we will not seek to provide a quantitative
comparison between the tools on the quality factors.
The spectrum of communications tools consists of
the following:
email: Although relatively new, email is now
pervasive in the scientific community. It is cheap
(zero setup cost), easy, and automatically available for
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everyone (low access cost). It is virtually platform
independent. The difficulties we face in the use of email to
support collaboration within the eMinerals VO are that it
does not support instant communication (the speed of
response will depend on people’s email receipt setup, and
email does not demand attention), and that with the welter
of email communication (genuine and unsolicited) it is
gradually losing its effectiveness as a means of
communication (in general, people are no longer able to
read and respond to all emails they receive, particularly
emails sent to a wide circulation list). The email is only
used significantly to send announcements to the project
(e.g. concerning the status of a particular resource), but it
has not proven to be useful to support discussions. Quality
is also affected by a number of well-known problems, such
as the ease at introducing ambiguity into a message.
Instant messaging (IM): Instant messaging gives much
better instantaneous chat facilities than email, and is being
used within the eMinerals project for discussions between
small group of people. It has a very low immediate access
cost and nearly zero setup cost (simple installation and
initial registration), and is available for all platforms in the
project. It is less useful for larger numbers (. 3) of
participants for two reasons, namely the difficulty in
maintaining social control (who should speak next,
particularly since it takes time to type in a message),
and because communication easily becomes tangled when
participants follow several lines of thread in an IM
discussion. IM has been particularly useful for team
members developing new tools because it is easy to send
quick questions and sections of code. Unfortunately some
organisations formally block the use of IM tools.
Web tools: At the lowest and slowest level, information
can be transmitted to members of the eMinerals project via
web sites (e.g. www.eminerals.org). The value of a project
website is that it is owned by the project members and can
be shaped to meet the needs of the project (whether for
dissemination or access to information). However, not all
team members have access to the directory structure that
supports the project web site, and they have no option but
to rely on those who do have access to deposit
information.
The development of the “wiki” concept† (the name
originates from the Hawaii “wiki wiki” meaning “superfast”) removes the problem of members of the VO not
having direct write access to the project website. A wiki is
a website that can be freely edited by the community
(document pages altered, new documents added, links
created) using a simple markup language. Changes are
implemented instantaneously (without review). We have
set up a private wiki site for exchange of information
within the eMinerals project, to which access is limited to
members of the eMinerals VO through the use of X.509
certificates. People can deposit news information, edit

†

http://wiki.org/
http://www.accessgrid.org/

‡

documents (this paper was written on the wiki, and only
transformed into a document format at the final stage),
deposit information (for example, in order to collate
information for a project review), and post questions and
answers. Unlike normal web sites, the wiki has a relatively
low access cost for members of the VO to post information
to. As with all web-based tools, the wiki does not support
instant communication. Its main problem is that it relies
upon other team members regularly looking at it, and this
limits the quality of its use as a collaborative tool.
In practice, we have found that the main uses of the wiki
have been for project members to deposit and edit
information when writing papers or grant proposals, to
manage task lists, and to provide a repository for project
information (particularly “frequently asked questions”).
Video conferencing based on Access Grid suites: The
Access Grid‡ is defined as an “Advanced Collaborative
Environment”. It is used mainly for high quality
audio/video conferencing, allowing groups of distributed
users to meet in on-line rooms known as Virtual Venues.
The Access Grid is used widely in many academic
institutions, and can be used for distributed lectures,
meetings or conferences. Access Grid suites usually
consist of a large display, with one or more projectors,
several high quality cameras, conference microphones,
loudspeakers, all controlled by a central console.
The Access Grid uses a network technology called
multicast. This has the advantage of reduced network
bandwidth requirements through sending only one copy of
the signal, with that copy only being duplicated when the
network routes to conference participants branch. More
traditional methods would send a separate copy of the
signal to each participant, which has the consequence of
limiting the number of participants that can take part in a
videoconference. The Access Grid can support some tens
of participating sites. For example, it is being used to relay
talks in conferences (both broadcasting talks to a wider
audience, and allowing speakers to participate from their
home institutes), and provides a much higher quality of
broadcast that modern streaming video can achieve.
The Access Grid is specifically designed for group-togroup collaboration. It uses multicast to reduce the
network traffic and provides a scalable group-to-group
collaborative environment. Although the Access Grid and
other conferencing environments cannot replace the
experience of face-to-face human interaction, it does
offer a viable alternative to the expense of travelling for
project meetings. In fact one of the driving motivations
behind the Access Grid has been to set up a structure that
best reproduces the face-to-face experience of a meeting.
For example, the use of more than one camera enables
better use of visual clues, and the projection system to
display conference partners, as opposed to a television
system, gives a better visual experience. Although the
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Figure 1. Snapshot of a screen during an eMinerals Access Grid team meeting. This meeting had 9 simultaneous video/audio streams. The display was
on a laptop with resolution 1400 £ 1050 pixel resolution.

initial expense for the equipment and training is
high, it does allow for regular meetings of project
members. The main disadvantages of using an Access
Grid suite are that you may still have to travel to get to the
nearest suite, arranging access to the suite, and ensuring
that there is a trained operator available at the time of the
meeting.
Personal Access Grid: There is a personal version of
the Access Grid software, know as the Personal Interface
to the Access Grid (PIG), which can run as an alternative
to the use of purpose-built Access Grid suites. It can be set
up on any desktop or laptop, computer running Microsoft
Windows or Linux, and only requires a microphone
headset and a web cam. The PIG has all the functionality
of the full Access Grid, and similarly relies on the use of
multicast network technologies to minimise bandwidth
requirements (see below for some comments on this).
Although the use of a computer screen is more limited
than the use of a projection wall in an Access Grid suite,
we find that it is still capable of supporting reasonably
large conferences. An image from one session is shown in
figure 1. The quality of the audio and video is likely to be
lower than that of an Access Grid suite, but this is mainly
due to the quality of the equipment.
The PIG provides for the highest quality level
of collaboration of all the tools discussed in this paper.
It is easy to run, and provides collaborations with
many of the advantages of face-to-face meetings (and is
certainly better than telephone for long discussions).
It enables instantaneous communication, and has a low
access cost.

The major problem with the PIG is the high setup costs.
As mentioned the Access Grid relies on multicast
capabilities, but there is a problem in that in many
institutions multicast is not enabled within the local area
network (LAN) by default (but the capability will be in
place in most cases). There are several problems
associated with enabling multicast on existing networks,
including setting up firewalls, routers and networks
switches to handle multicast. Where multicast is not
enabled within an institute, it is possible to use a unicastmulticast bridge. This is not a scalable solution, and if it is
necessary for many participants to use a bridge it is
necessary to have several bridges running in order to
preserve quality. The eMinerals project has set up several
such bridges. Other technical issues are discussed in some
depth in [11].
The main alternative to the PIG are point-to-point video
conferencing tools based on H.323 protocols (such as
Microsoft Netmeeting and Apple’s iChat). The main
limitation of these tools is that they are restricted in the
number of participants. However, they do have a role to
play for one-to-one communications, and in some
situations (e.g. slow network speeds as in asymmetric
broadband from home) they work better than the PIG. For
one-to-one videoconferencing the eMinerals project does
make use of these alternative tools.
3.2 Other support tools
In addition to the communication tools reviewed above,
we are using two other tools to support the eMinerals VO.
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Tools for shared applications: In addition to holding
discussions on the Access Grid, it is sometimes useful for
participants in a discussion to be able to look together at
representations of data, such as viewing the atomic
arrangements in a molecular simulation. The Virtual
Network Computing (VNC) [12] tool provides some level
of support for this in that it allows users to share a single
desktop and can be used to share applications.
For example, a crystal structure displayed on one desktop
can be seen by all participants in a discussion, and all
participants are able to manipulate that structure.
However, it does have two features that make it less
suitable for this role. First, the user must share the entire
desktop rather than a single application, which may not be
desirable, and second, VNC uses unicast for data
transmission rather than multicast. The main problem
with using unicast in a group environment is that the server
machine needs to create and send multiple copies of the
same data. This increases the load on the server as well as
flooding the network with duplicate packets, leading to
scalability issues. To address these issues, we have
developed a Multicast Application Sharing Tool (MAST).
The tool has been specifically designed to enhance groupto-group collaboration within an Access Grid session.
MAST shares single application windows between
participants in a collaborative session. Like the Access
Grid, it uses multicast to transport the application streams
to the participants in the multicast group. It gains a number
of speed advantages through the use of specific

optimisation strategies (including the obvious one of
needing to share the whole desktop). MAST supports
multiple platforms. MAST is illustrated in figures 2 and 3.
MAST can be used for a range of applications, including
document preparation, slideshow presentations, shared
drawing, and data visualisation.
Helpdesk software: Once the eMinerals minigrid was
operational, the science users were then helped by the grid
team to port their applications across to the minigrid and
start running in earnest. Recall that access to the resources
of the eMinerals minigrid is only via Globus tools, and
users needed support to switch from the more traditional
login methods. At an early stage it was realised that it was
essential to implement a structured support system rather
than have users guess whom to ask for help. As the number
and complexity of the problems encountered by the users
increased, and considering the varying areas of expertise
of the members, it became necessary to find means to
allow groups of users to cooperate towards solving
problems. It is in order to achieve this that we adopted the
Open Ticket Resource System (OTRS), an open-source
email support system [13]. Though email is traditionally a
one-to-one form of communication, the OTRS system
provides means for multiple users to manage help requests
sent to a common address (i.e. helpdesk@eminerals.org).
Incoming requests can be matched to the users most apt to
respond, and several users can view, respond and add
comments to existing help requests via an online Web
interface. The OTRS is a relatively simple tool to use that

Figure 2. Examples of the MAST application sharing tool being developed within the eMinerals project. The top images show application sharing with
Microsoft Windows, and the bottom screens show application showing with Linux. In both cases, each window shows.
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Figure 3. Example of the MAST interface on the Linux version.

can be tailored to best match the capabilities and structure
of the group. An example of this is the use of request
queues and notifications. Several queues, which contain
waiting help requests, have been set up to correspond to
various areas of expertise (e.g. data transfer issues, grid
tools, etc.). For each of these, a set of users most capable
of responding was defined. Upon receipt, incoming emails
are sorted into the right queues, and the corresponding
helpdesk users are instantly notified of the help request by
email. They can then log into the system to view, respond,
comment, or move the request to a different queue.
Electronic team newsletter: Newsletters are a more
traditional method to facilitate the flow of information
within a collaboration, but nevertheless we have found
that the use of a regular project newsletter has played a
significant role in supporting the development of the
eMinerals VO. Modern desktop publishing packages make
it easy to put together a high-quality document, and the
web and email allow for easy dissemination. The key to
the successful use of the newsletter is the editor, and
his/her ability to extract contributions from the project
members against a set of fixed regular deadlines. Past
copies of the eMinerals newsletter are available from
http://www.eminerals.org/.

4. User experiences of the personal access grid
The Access Grid is designed primarily to support
large scale collaborative interactions, rather than
the more traditional videoconferencing between
two individuals. We are using the Access Grid at an
intermediate level; clearly at each end there are
individuals, but we are making significant use of the
ability of the Access Grid to support many simultaneous
users. For project meetings, we may well often have
around 10 participants, and we often mix in the
Daresbury Access Grid node. As noted above, we do not
find that the limited screen area (compared to the large
display area of an Access Grid suite) is an issue for this
scale of interaction.

We use the Access Grid to support our collaborations in
a number of ways:
Informal plenary project mornings: The eMinerals
project team hold regular informal meetings which are
used to exchange news and other information, and at
which people can pose questions for discussion (figure 1).
We have specifically aimed to give the feel of an informal
coffee morning were people can pop in and out. We have
found that this works well, with team members engaging
naturally with each other.
Team project support: Our grid team has a number of
large and small projects on the go (e.g. [14]). The team has
found it to be very advantageous to be able to meet weekly
to monitor and develop progress.
Support work and ad hoc discussions: It has been very
useful to use the personal Access Grid in “on demand”
mode to facilitate discussions on specific issues as they
arise, such as troubleshooting other work in the project,
helping people install software, planning tests of tools, etc.
Although this could be done with other videoconferencing
tools (e.g. tools that use H.323 protocols), the personal
Access Grid does just as well. The point here being that
the ability to run ad hoc videoconferences is proving to be
very useful in functioning as a VO.
Project management: When it comes to writing
reports and new proposals, the Access Grid facilitates the
interaction between team members that is essential. For
gathering ideas, examples, summaries of work carried out,
and lists of publications, the wiki tool described earlier is
ideal to assist in the collation of information. However, in
then working through the information, we have found that
the use of the Access Grid has been invaluable.

5. Examples
Running the eMinerals project as a collaboratory and VO
as opposed to a looser collaboration, and providing the
technical support for this, has enabled the eMinerals
project to accomplish more than would otherwise have
been possible. In this section we present a few examples.
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5.1 Development of the eMinerals compute portal
One of the ongoing tasks within the eMinerals project
is the development of a web-based compute portal [14].
This involves developers in Daresbury, Cambridge and
London. The portal team have used the PIG/Access Grid
for regular meetings to review progress and plan next
stages in the work. In addition, a wiki has been set up to
enable information and task lists to be deposited and
updated. For immediate issues, IM tools are regularly
used. The experience of IM is that you know who is
available at any particular instance, and it is very quick to
send a message and get an immediate reply.

5.2 Support for simulation scientists
The simulation scientists in the eMinerals project have had
to learn a number of new tools in order to use the minigrid
infrastructure. A large part of the support for this work
has been performed using the tools described above.
The PIG/Access Grid has been particularly useful to
enable group discussion sessions for training and problem
solving. The helpdesk system has made the work of the
support team easier and more effective, as has the wiki for
managing a rapidly developing “Frequently asked
questions“ section. IM has proven to be very useful for
quick questions. The work of [10] is an example of a
successful collaboration between the simulation scientists
and the grid team to develop new methods of
running molecular simulations. Good examples of science
that has been achieved as a result of collaborative work
assisted by the tools described in this paper are given
in 15 – 19.

6. Conclusion and summary
We have reported experience gained within the eMinerals
collaboratory of using a range of IT/grid tools for the
development of the infrastructure to support a virtual
organisation. We have particularly emphasised the use of
the personal Access Grid, providing some examples
of how this has been a useful tool. Some of our points are
summarised in figure 4, which compares the various
factors we have taken into account in our discussion of the
different tools available to support collaboration within a
VO. Clearly there is a compromise. Some tools (e.g. email
and instant messaging) are very easy to set up and use,
but suffer from particular difficulties as instant
communication tools. The email as a tool is now
overwhelmed by misuse and overuse, and IM supports
only a small number of participants (the same criticism
that can be levelled against the telephone). On the other
hand, the personal version of the Access Grid has a high
initial setup cost, but once setup it is easy to use and
provides communication facilities that are not given by
other tools. The setup costs should not be underestimated,
but fortunately once it has been set up for one person at
one site other users will immediately benefit.
Our experience with the personal version of the
Access Grid as a collaborative tool has been very positive.
We have not found that restricting the Access Grid to

5.3 Drawing work together for publication
The tools have been particularly useful for writing
collaborative documents such as publications and
proposals. On several occasions team members have
edited documents together, including using the PIG and a
combination of IM/application sharing, while exchanging
documents using the tools described below. These
tools provide the immediacy that collaborative writing
requires.

5.4 Use of the data grid for collaborative work
One of the components of the eMinerals minigrid
is a shared distributed data grid, including the use
of the Storage Resource Broker [2]. The SRB is primarily
designed for managing data across the minigrid.
However, it is also particularly useful to support
collaborative work, as the project is able to share
documents, scripts, and applications by depositing them
within the distributed grid environment, rather than
sending around documents by email.

Figure 4. Rough comparison of the four main communication tools
discussed in this paper. Shorter bars are better, but absolute lengths of the
bars do not carry quantitative significance. Our argument is that the
higher setup costs of the personal version of the Access Grid are well
matched by the lower time delays for real communications. This diagram
does not convey information on quality of collaboration because of the
difficulty in defining even a relative scale for this.

The eMinerals collaboratory

a computer desktop creates many disadvantages compared
to the full Access Grid, and has a number of important
advantages over the full Access Grid in terms of easy and
instantaneous access for all members of the VO. The low
financial cost also ensures that roll-out across a whole
consortium is affordable.
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